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When you've become sick and tired of counting your birthdays, here's
some light-hearted alleviation in a collection of a huge selection of
quotes about growing older and staying younger."--James Thurber but if
there were 15 months atlanta divorce attorneys year, I'd only end up
being 48."--Friedrich Wilhelm Neitzsche "I'm 65, and I guess that puts
me in with the geriatrics;"--Russell Baker "The advantage of bad memory
is certainly that one enjoys several times the same good things for the
very first time. "People who say you're just as outdated as you feel are
all wrong, fortunately.
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it is a great Bday gift For anybody over 50 I purchased this for myself
in July, and I've purchased more copies for friends. A few of my
favorite ones in this large collection includes the next: "The advantage
of having a poor storage is that you could enjoy the same good stuff of
the very first time several times. Five Stars very good Five Stars Funny
and true A fun publication to read for anyone who needs a good laugh
while growing old. One of the most important things you need to get
through the so-called golden years is a good love of life. This little
254 page pocket book has tons of great quotes which will amuse and
entertain you on the pleasure and hazards of growing old. Just pick any
page at random and you may find just the right quote to make you smile.
Personally, I usually like to browse my books from the 1st page to the
last to be able, but that's just me.The rates result from numerous
sources and you will recognize many of the people providing the rates.
it is a great Bday giftFor anyone over 50!" Friedrich Nietzsche. History
will be kind if you ask me, for I intend to write it. Truncale (Haiku
Moments: How to read, write and enjoy haiku). "Why don't we endeavor to
live in order that when we die even the undertaker will end up being
sorry." Mark Twain. "Half our lifestyle is spent trying to find
something to do with the time we have rushed through life trying to
save." Will Rogers. "It isn't a sin to become seventy, nonetheless it is
also no joke." Golda Meir. He prays for an extended existence, and he
fears later years. "Man fools himself." Jennifer Unlimited. "Inside
every old person is a young person wondering what happened." A Chinese
prober.Ranking: 4 Stars. You can pick it up really cheap on Amazon.If
you enjoy reading interesting and unique rates about aging, you might
want to check out this pocket book. Joseph J." Winston Churchill. Can be
regifted with their other friends on their significant birthdays. Fun
gift and regift Fun present for friends striking milestones.
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